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Total of 80 films

A collection of unique interviews with some of the 
world’s most interesting contemporary musicians, 
and samples of the music they create.
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Australian |
MUSIC    

 

B.L.A.C.K. - An Aboriginal 
Song of Hip Hop

26 mins | AFT-BLACK | A$180 / 1 yr

This is a musical documentary 
that exposes an authentic and 
empowering B.L.A.C.K. voice existing 
underneath the hype of ‘bling-bling’ 
hip hop. This is a film with rhythm, 
rhyme and reason. A film by Grant 
Leigh Saunders.

Landline Series

42 mins | AB-Landline | A$152 / 1 yr

JimBour operA, mALLee muSiC, 
NiNdooiNBAh, rurAL ChurCheS. 
Available in Au only.

Rudely Interrupted

56 mins | AB-rude | A$185 / 1 yr

The journey of a unique rock band, 
whose members all have physical or 
intellectual disabilities, takes them 
from the melbourne pub scene to the 
stage of the uN building, New York. 
Available in Au only.

The End of the  
Corrugated Road

28 mins | AB-end | A$138 / 1 yr

A dynamic history of the legendary 
Warumpi Band who for 20 years told the 
stories of indigenous Australia in their 
lyrics. From the classic “my island home” 
to the raw “From The Bush” the Warumpi 
band has interpreted and translated 
contemporary Aboriginal life.  
Available in Au only.

The Sunshine Club Days 
of Old Darwin

25 mins | AB-Sunshine | A$135 / 1 yr

during the 1940’s and 50’s in darwin 
emerged the rich and culturally diverse 
music and dance scene of ‘The Sunshine 
Club’. every month, dances were held in a 
hall where Aboriginal, Filipino and all kinds 
of people created a fusion of music and 
dance that helped break down the racial 
barriers of the time. Available in Au only.

Jazz Scrapbook 

70 mins | Sup-Jazz | A$180 / 1 yr

The only doco to record the early 
years of Australian jazz. This lovingly 
compiled celluloid history of the 
melbourne jazz scene is a fascinating 
study of an era and a social milieu, as 
well as a music documentary.

Gerry Humphrys:  
The Loved One

66 mins | Sup-Gerry | A$180 / 1 yr

Features interviews with humphrys’ 
bandmates and performance footage 
of the man in his prime, both 
testifying to his talent and influence; 
Nigel Buesst also tracked down 
humphrys at his home in suburban 
england to find out the truth behind 
his vanishing act. 

Benny Featherstone - 
Prince of Good Fellows

66 mins | Sup-Benny | A$180 / 1 yr

The life and times of a legendary 
melbourne musician who lived life 
with the brakes off. Arguably the first 
notable Australian jazz improvisor, 
he mastered many instruments, but 
most of all he was and excellent 
drummer.

Dr Jazz

55 mins | dp-drJazz | A$220 / 1 yr

drJazz takes on a sense of urgency given 
the closing last year of the Strawberry 
Hills Hotel. More broadly, it signifies the 
life of jazz beyond.its endurance makes dr 
Jazz an important document of a few key 
steps in that path.
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 Contemporary & New Music  
MUSIC    

 

See You in Hell, Blind Boy 
- Forgotten roots of Blues 

52 mins | CG-SeeYou | A$240 / 1 yr

it traces the roots and celebrates the  
continuing legacy of Blues music in the 
mississippi delta, interweaving rare 
archival footage of the South’s  
sharecropping era with performances  
by Blues veterans muddy Waters, 
mississippi John hurt, Skip James and 
howlin’ Wolf. 

Yiddish Blues

78 mins | Ap-Yiddish| A$210 / 1 yr

Klezmer music is a Central european 
tradition, a Jew-Yiddish-Gypsy 
musical amalgamation born in the 
early years of the twentieth century. 
Yiddish Blues is an emotionally 
charged story told through images 
and original music. 

The All-Star Jazz Show

47 mins | CG-AllSta | A$240 / 1 yr

This video, hosted by dionne Warwick 
and Joe Williams, features jazz 
greats such as Count Basie, Lionel 
hampton, herbie hancock, max 
roach, Stan Getz, Gerry mulligan and 
dizzy Gillespie in a series of music 
and dance performances. 

Masters of Contemporary  
Music: Volume 1

55 mins | eX-mus1 | A$180 / 1 yr

A collection of unique interviews with 
some of the most interesting Austra-
lian contemporary musicians: Lucky 
oceans, Jon rose, mike Nock, david 
Chesworth, Stuart Favilla

Masters of Contemporary 
Music: Volume 2 (2 parts)

111 mins | eX-mus2 | A$240 / 1 yr

A collection of interviews with 
contemporary classical and jazz 
musicians from Canada, uSA, 
Germany and paris, including Charles 
dutoit, Konstantin Lifschitz, Francois 
rabbath, Gary Burton and Chick 
Corea.

Shamayim

34 mins | pSF-Shama |  
A$240 / 1 yr

Shamayim uses hebrew letters as the 
base structure for the music, while Caplan 
uses the numeric values of these letters 
as inspiration for the images. Bass voice 
and electronics by Nicholas isherwood.

Journey into Australia

74 mins |  JA-Journey | A$320 / 1 yr

peter Sculthorpe and Garry Shead 
have explored a fascination with the 
Australian landscape and its cultural 
identity. They have responded in 
very personal ways to two significant 
events in Australia’s literary history.

Glass: A Portrait of Philip 
in Twelve Parts

119 mins | A-mAd-Glass | A$240 / 
1 yr

inside the mind of a modern musical 
genius... For 18 months oscar®-
nominated and emmy® Award-winning 
director Scott hicks (ShiNe) followed 
the legendary philip Glass (The hourS, 
NoTeS oN A SCANdAL,) across three 
continents, creating a remarkable portrait 
of this brilliant composer. 
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Documentary
MUSIC    

 

Elliott Sharp:  
Doing the don’t

135 mins | pe-elli | A$260 / 1 yr

performer and multi-instrumentalist, 
elliott Sharp has pursued his unique 
and challenging artistic vision with a 
passion of rare intensity. interviewed 
in his studio, he provides fascinating 
insights into the exotic roots of his 
unique musical language.

Can’t Hear You Knocking 

57 mins | CG-Can | A$240 / 1 yr

examines the dangers of hearing loss 
from listening to or performing loud 
music, featuring interviews with American 
and european rock musicians as well as 
rock music fans, sound engineers and 
audiologists. 

The Rise and Fall of 
Black Velvet Flag 

58 mins | CG-riseFa | A$240 / 1 yr

This video chronicles the experience of 
three quirky young men who desire to 
make their own distinctive mark in the 
world of popular music. 

Men, Women, Angels 
and Harps 

29 mins | CG-menWom | A$240 / 1 yr

This entertaining look at the harp 
uses a wealth of archival images 
plus interviews with scholars, 
harp players and composers to 
survey the religious, cultural and 
social functions of the instrument 
throughout its 5,000 year history.

Martin Kalmanoff: 
American Composer 

28 mins | CG-martin | A$240 / 1 yr

Kalmanoff has written over fifty-four 
works for the musical theater, including 
seventeen operas, all of which feature 
lyrical, witty and inventive music.

Riding with the King - 
Legacy of Elvis Presley  

59 mins | CG-riding | A$240 / 1 yr

This video captures the spirit and 
charm of the legacy of elvis presley by 
accompanying a fan through elvis country, 
from Tupelo, mississippi to memphis, 
Tennessee.

Organistas and Creating 
the Stradivarius of Organs

2 x 27 mins | pe-org | A$200 / 1 yr

Two award winning documentaries 
about the King of the instruments. 
part 1: organistas 
part 2: Creating the Stradivarius of 
organs

Patti Smith:  
A Dream of Life

109 mins | mAd-patti | A$380 / 1 yr

Steven Sebring’s multi-award 
winning plunge into the philosophy 
and artistry of cult rocker patti Smith 
- legendary singer, artist and poet. 
Australia only

Jordan Belson:  
5 Essential Films 

45 mins | rV-Jor | A$220 / 1 yr

Jordan Belson is one of the greatest 
artists of visual music.  he creates lush 
vibrant experiences of exquisite colour 
and dynamic abstract phenomena 
evoking sacred celestial experiences. 
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XX Century Archive
MUSIC    

 

A$220 / 1 yr  each

CAT-Fals   Falstaff, by Verdi and Shakespeare 

CAT-Gism   Gisela may sings songs by Bertold Brecht 

CAT-John   John Cage talks of his work and aesthetic 

CAT-Jui    Juilliard String Quartet 

CAT-Nam   Nam June paik, demonstration and performance 

CAT-Sabic   Sabicas: Flamenco Guitar performance 

CAT-Wor   Worship of music
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In Concert
MUSIC    

 
JAZZ 

Andrea Keller -  
Czech House 

52 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ1 | A$125 / 
1 yr

With strong influences from 
Keith Jarrett’s 1980’s work, mCA 
Freedman Fellowship winner pianist/
composer Andrea Keller won her 
first AriA [Australian equivalent of a 
GrAmmY] in 2002.

Adam Simmons - BMW 
EDGE Nov 2004

50 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ6 | A$125 / 
1 yr

Freshly returned from 3 months 
in New York and poland, Adam 
Simmons re-unites with all-original 
ASQ members Andrew ogburn, Simon 
Starr and matt earl for some feisty 
and delicate music.

Pascal Schumacher - 
Ormond Hall 

52 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ3 | A$125 / 
1 yr

in 2004, pascal Schumacher wins 
with his quartet the First prize as 
well as the public prize at the famous 
Tremplin Jazz Avignon (F). in october 
2005, pascal receives the Belgium 
Jazz Trophy django d’or in the 
category “New Talent”.

Anita Hustas Trio - BMW 
EDGE Nov 2004 

60 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ8 | A$125 / 
1 yr

Anita hustas specializes in  
improvising double bass performance 
and composition. Anita draws from 
music from many diverse cultures, 
and influences from many art forms.

Erik Griswold -  
Chapel off Chapel 

52 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ2 | A$125 / 1 yr

erik Griswold is an eclectic 
Australian-American musician, who 
fuses experimental, jazz and world 
music traditions to create works of 
striking originality.

Aaron Choulai -  
Bennets Lane 

52 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ7 | A$125 / 1 yr

At an early age Aaron was exposed 
to a wide range of music from 
traditional motuan mourning chants, 
to the songs sung around the table 
at passover, to Beethoven, Brahms 
and Bach played to him by his 
grandfather. 

Adam Simmons With 
Tony Overwater 2005 

46 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ4 | A$125 / 1 yr

Freshly returned from 3 months 
in New York and poland, Adam 
Simmons re-unites with all-original 
ASQ members Andrew ogburn, Simon 
Starr and matt earl for some feisty 
and delicate music.

Aaron Choulai Trio - BMW 
EDGE Nov 2004

65 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ9 | A$125 / 1 yr

At an early age Aaron was exposed 
to a wide range of music from 
traditional motuan mourning chants, 
to the songs sung around the table 
at passover, to Beethoven, Brahms 
and Bach played to him by his 
grandfather. 

Adam Simmons - 
Incinerator 

52 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ5 | A$125 / 1 yr

Freshly returned from 3 months 
in New York and poland, Adam 
Simmons re-unites with all-original 
ASQ members Andrew ogburn, Simon 
Starr and matt earl for some feisty 
and delicate music.

Andrea Keller - BMW 
EDGE Nov 2004 

45 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ10 | A$125 / 1 yr

With strong influences from 
Keith Jarrett’s 1980’s work, mCA 
Freedman Fellowship winner pianist/
composer Andrea Keller won her 
first AriA [Australian equivalent of a 
GrAmmY] in 2002.
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In Concert
MUSIC    

 
JAZZ 

Jex Saarelaht BMW EDGE 
Nov 2006 

61 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ11 | A$125 
/ 1 yr

in 1986 Jex’s trio was selected to be 
the support act for legendary jazz 
vocalist Betty Carter’s perfor-mance 
in June ‘95. Jex played a year long 
solo piano residency at Jazz Café, 
Newington Green. 

Jamie Oehlers - JAZZ - 
BMW EDGE Sept 2005 

25 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ16 | A$125 
/ 1 yr

As a result of his win in the 2003 
White Foundation World Sax 
Competition at the montreux Jazz 
Festival, tenor saxophonist Jamie 
oehlers was based in the u.K. in 
2004 to take advantage of various 
opportunities flowing from the win.

Leigh Barker Quintet - 
BMW EDGE Aug 2005 

87 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ13 | A$125 
/ 1 yr

Bassist, composer and bandleader 
Leigh Barker was born and raised 
in Canberra, where he spent his 
formative years studying with 
American bassist eric Ajaye at the 
Canberra School of music.

Alison Wedding - BMW 
EDGE Oct 2005 HDV 

49 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ18 | A$125 
/ 1 yr

recipient of the Gibson-may award 
in the 2006 London international 
Jazz Competition, expatriate uSA 
vocalist Alison Wedding has built an 
impressive reputation among both 
musicians and the public.

Diane Peters - Downstairs  
45 Flinders Lane 

57 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ12 | A$125 / 1 yr

diane has developed an original 
style of playing and composition, 
performing solo and in diverse 
combinations, in melbourne, 
Australia, italy and internationally. 

Jenny Game-Lopata - 
BMW EDGE Oct 2005 

54 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ17 | A$125 / 1 yr

Jenny Game-Lopata is a formidable 
talent in the melbourne jazz scene, 
performing her own works, playing 
soprano and tenor saxophones was 
well as leading her own ensemble.

Peter Knight - BMW 
EDGE Aug 2005 HDV 

65 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ14 | A$125 / 1 yr

peter Knight is a melbourne based 
trumpeter, composer and educator. 
he features as a sideman on over 20 
albums in a variety of genres, and on 
numerous film soundtracks.

Mike Nock Trio - BMW 
EDGE Nov 2005 HDV 

57 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ19 | A$125 / 1 yr

New Zealand born pianist/
composer mike Nock is one of the 
acknowledged masters of jazz in 
Australasia. his reputation rests 
partly on his imposing international 
experiences.

Allan Browne - JAZZ - 
BMW EDGE Sept 2005 

52 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ15 | A$125 / 1 yr

initially self taught, drummer Allan 
Browne has worked extensively 
with many musicians. he led the 
contemporary jazz group onaje, 
which was selected to represent 
Australia at the prestigious montreal 
Jazz Festival in 1992. 

Frank Di Sario BMW 
EDGE Nov 2005 HDV  

60 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ20 | A$125 / 1 yr

diSario hopkins Gander – Jazz Trio, 
at BmW edGe, melbourne 
Frank diSario-bass 
Colin hopkins-piano 
Andrew Gander-drums
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In Concert
MUSIC    

 
JAZZ / ALTERNATIVE 

Daniel Gassin BMW 
EDGE Nov 2005 HDV 

60 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ21 | A$125 
/ 1 yr

daniel Gassin began playing piano at 
age 3 and received classical tuition 
until 10. he then switched to jazz and 
received regular tuition for the next 6 
years, primarily from helen Jowsey.

Zulya Kamalova

52 mins | eX-CoNALT26 | A$125 / 
1 yr

multi award-winning ZuLYA 
KAmALoVA is the leading propo-
nent of Tatar music in Australia as 
well as one of the most versatile and 
accomplished vocalists on the world 
music scene today.

Paul Van Ross BMW 
EDGE 2006 HDV  

62 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ23 | A$125 
/ 1 yr

paul has been involved with music  
since the tender age of 6. he began  
playing woodwind instruments in high 
school and continued to study music 
at the Victorian College of The Arts 
and even pursued further study in 
New York.

Fritz Hauser 

52 mins | ex-CoNALT28 | A$125 / 
1 yr

experience a rare collaboration 
between some of the world’s finest 
artists, musical and visual. Fritz 
hauser “shouldn’t on any account be 
missed” richard Cook & Brian mor-
ton (penguin Book Guide to Jazz) 

Julien Wilson BMW EDGE 
Nov 2005 HDV 

60 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ22 | A$125 / 1 yr

1995 National Jazz Saxophone 
Award winner Julien Wilson has 
been referred to as “one of the most 
exciting musicians in the country” 
(Sydney critic John Shand) and 
“almost everyone’s favourite side-man” 
(Joe Chindamo).

Veronica Zahra - Cocoa 
Jackson Lane

53 mins | eX-CoNALT27 | $125 / 1 yr

Veronica went on to study opera  
singing at the university of  
Queensland. She began performing  
as a guest artist with local Jazz 
bands, ensembles and orchestras in 
Australia and overseas.

Speak Percussion - BMW 
EDGE July 2005 HDV 

54 mins | eX-CoNALT24 | A$125 / 1 yr

Speak have become melbourne’s 
best percussion ensemble. They are 
strong supporters of new music and 
have appeared in everything from 
experimental hybrid-arts projects to 
regular music festival concerts.

Andrew Shakuhachi  

62 mins | eX-CoNALT29 | A$125 / 1 yr

Sunday 10th december 2006 - Anne 
Norman, Andrew Shakuhachi and 
peter hagen, harpsichord featuring 
new works by pertout, march, 
Czaplowski, Vaughan, Seki, Carter 
and Simons.

Phil Gelbach Ensemble - 
BMW EDGE Nov 2004  

54 mins |  eX-CoNALT25 | A$125 / 1 yr

pianist and composer phil Gelbach 
performs live with accompaniment in 
melbourne, Australia.

Rae Howell - Transcendental 
- BMW EDGE HDV  

61 mins | eX-CoNALT30 | A$125 / 1 yr

Artistic director and leader of the 
Sunwrae ensemble, rae howell, is 
a melbourne-based composer and 
performer on piano and vibraphone.
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In Concert
MUSIC    

 
ALTERNATIVE / CLASSICAL 

Cath Connelly - Irish Folk/ 
Harp BMW EDGE 

51 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ31 | A$125 
/ 1 yr

Cath has been sharing and teaching 
the art of Celtic harp for many years. 
She has developed an extensive 
repertoire of harp music from ireland, 
Scotland and Wales. 

Johanna Selleck “Turtle 
Dreaming”

31 mins | eX-CoNCLASS36 |  
A$125 / 1 yr

Selleck is a composer, flautist and 
writer. She has composed a wide 
range of chamber, orchestral and 
electronic works.

Pro Arte Chamber 
Orchestra 

53 mins | eX-CoNCLASS33 | A$125 
/ 1 yr

1. Alfred hill String Symphony “The 
Allies” [1921]

2. Bach Concerto for piano & 
orchestra in d minor, BmW 1052

Johanna Selleck 
Ensemble - BMW EDGE 

43 mins | eX-CoNCLASS38 |  
A$125 / 1 yr

Selleck is a composer, flautist and 
writer. 
1. “Becoming”  
2. “Looking Back” 
3. “Fortune’s Smile” 

Rae Howell 2 - 
Transcendental BMW EDGE

50 mins | eX-CoNJAZZ32 | A$125 / 1 yr

Artistic director and leader of the 
Sunwrae ensemble, rae howell, is 
a melbourne-based composer and 
performer on piano and vibraphone.

7 String Quartet No 2 
Borodin - Caerwen Martin 

29 mins | eX-CoNCLASS37 |  
A$125 / 1 yr

Silo String Quartet was founded by 
Cellist and Composer Caerwen  
martin in 1998. Silo has performed  
regularly at the melbourne 
international Jazz Festivals and 
melbourne international Women in 
Jazz Festivals.

Pro Arte Chamber 
Orchestra 

40 mins | eX-CoNCLASS34 |  
A$125 / 1 yr

1. pro Arte Chamber orchestra - 
BACh Concerto for Two Violins & 
orchestra BWV 1043

2. pro Arte Chamber orchestra - 
Beethoven Grosse Fuge op.133

Merlyn Quaife - Opera 
recital - Allerseelen  

65 mins | eX-CoNCLASS39 |  
A$125 / 1 yr

A performer of great versatility, 
the distinguished soprano merlyn 
Quaife has performed opera, 
oratorio, Lieder, chamber music and 
contemporary music to great acclaim 
throughout Australia and europe.

Grainger Quartet 2006 

58 mins |  eX-CoNCLASS35 |  
A$125 / 1 yr

1/ dvorak’s String Quintet No. 2 in 
e flat  
2/ Janacek’s String Quartet No. 2 
3/ haydn’s Quartet in C from the 
opus 54

Grainger Quartet: Brahms 
Opus 51 Baptist Church 
Melbourne   

30 mins | eX-CoNCLASS40 |  
A$125 / 1 yr

Grainger Quartet:

Natsuko Yoshimoto - Violin 
James Cuddeford - Violin 
Jeremy Williams - Viola 
peter rejto - Cello 
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Instructional / Training

In Concert
MUSIC    

 
CLASSICAL 

Benaud Trio - Amir Farid 

106 mins | eX-CoNCLASS41 |  
A$125 / 1 yr

The Benaud Trio rose to national 
prominence after winning the 
prestigious piano Trio prize at the 
2005 Australian Chamber music 
Competition.

Benaud Trio - Ross 
Edwards - Franz Schuber

42 mins | eX-CoNCLASS43 |  
A$125 / 1 yr

Benaud Trio:

1. ross edwards - piano Trio (1999) 
2. Franz Schubert - piano Trio No.1 in 
Bb d.898

Benaud Trio - Kenji Bunch 
- Antonin Dvorak 

68 mins | eX-CoNCLASS42 |  
A$125 / 1 yr

Benaud Trio

1. Kenji Bunch - Swing Shift: music 
for the evening hours 
2. Antonin dvorak - piano Trio op.90 
‘dumky’

Music Moves Series - 
Volume 1.

45 mins | AB-moves1 | A$165 / 1 yr

epiSode 1 - oSTiNATo 
epiSode 2 - rAp  
epiSode 3 - muSiC ANd moVemeNT 
Available in Au only.

Zulya & Friends

27 mins | AB-Zulya | A$191 / 1 yr

Glottal stops and strange consonant 
combinations of the Tatar language 
set to exotic tones and rhythms of 
African instruments. Songs of love, 
yearning and just plain fun played by 
a group of innovative musicians.  
Available in Au only.

Music Moves Series - 
Volume 2.

135 mins | AB-moves2 | A$165 / 1 yr

epiSode 4 - muSiC ANd CompuTer 
TeChNoLoGY 
epiSode 5 - perCuSSioN 
epiSode 6 - SouNdS For 
STorYTeLLiNG 
Available in Au only.
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